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Kim Kardashian: Hollywood

FarmVille 2: Country Escape

The Simpsons: Tapped Out

Mobile game developers only have a few critical holidays circled on their calendars. And it’s not a launch
day or a planned business meeting, it’s the holidays: Thanksgiving, Christmas and New Year’s Day. For
devs, these days are about much more than family time and gift-giving, they’re about business growth
and the bottom line.
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Mirrors of Albion
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WHY THE HOLIDAYS MATTER
TO MOBILE GAME DEVELOPERS

t the root of these holiday business
opportunities are the mobile devices
themselves. According to figures
from Kantar Worldpanel, mobile
devices have become the global gift
of choice during the holidays. Last
season, Apple smashed its iPhone sales record,
moving over 74 million iPhones in the fourth quarter
and accounting for 57 percent of all smartphone
gifts during that time. Android devices were hot
last holiday, too, selling over 100 million tablets and
phones. With Apple and Android’s latest iterations
hitting the market (plus some exciting new offerings
in the form of TV and virtual reality), 2015 should be
another big year for holiday device sales.
For devs, these sales mean jockeying for
real estate on screens, as the growth in devices
owned invariably increases the number of potential
players—and income.

In this edition of the Chartboost Power-Up
Report, we’ll arm mobile game devs with the tools
to be a go-to download this holiday. We’ll cover
user acquisition and monetization techniques that
will make the difference between success and
failure. We’ll explore the impact of launching a
game during the holidays, take an in-depth look
at Backflip Studios’ successful holiday strategy,
analyze holiday install and game session trends,
and more.
Before you unwrap the big presents, though,
here are three quick-and-dirty holiday mobile game
marketing and monetization tips that will help you
maximize success during the holiday blitz:
continue

The Simpsons: Tapped Out
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EXPECT THE
UNEXPECTED

To quote former U.S. President Dwight
Eisenhower, “In preparing for battle I
have always found that plans are useless,
but planning is indispensable.” Basically,
Eisenhower is saying that planning is an
essential step to take, but be cognizant
that unexpected scenarios will throw your
plans out of whack.
For mobile game developers, it’s
important to lay the groundwork of your
marketing and monetization holiday push
as soon as November 1. One way you can
prepare for the flurry of holiday users is by
testing SDKs from desired user acquisition
and monetization partners early and often.
After you’ve stress-tested integrations
in your games, implement different
campaigns to help generate outsized
returns when the holidays near.
Testing is key. As is acceptance: Not
everything will go according to plan. But
preparation will result in improving your
ability to make important decisions quickly
and effectively.
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DECORATE
YOUR GAME

App stores mirror traditional retailers
during
the
holidays:
incentivizing
customers to shop by stocking shelves
with new products and by creating holidayrelated feature placements to promote the
hottest products.
As such, the app stores give preferential
treatment to developers who embrace the
holidays with holiday-themed content,
stocking its virtual shelves with these titles.
For devs, this is a prime opportunity to
update your games with seasonal content,
including changes to app icons, in-game
content and creative assets.

3

TARGET TOP MARKETS…
& EMERGING MARKETS

It goes without saying that devs should allocate a majority
of their holiday user acquisition budget to mobile gaming
market leaders including the U.S., Canada, Australia, western
Europe, Japan and more. But there’s additional countries devs
can target that go unnoticed.
Industrialized markets outside the global powerhouses that
observe Christmas and New Year’s such as Latin America,
the Visegrad Group (Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland and
Slovakia), and Southeast Asia, witness sizeable game session
surges (see our data section for more) during the holiday rush.
And don’t forget: Many new devices are entering the mobile
ecosystem in these regions, too. Look no further than
China, which moved more iPhones than the U.S. for
the first time ever in Q2 2015.

2
GAME DEV TIPS FOR THIS
SEASON’S HOTTEST DEVICES
emember that bygone era when “mobile” meant
cell phones? Those days are long behind us,
and the 2015 holiday season brings with it a new
generation of devices to grapple with—smart
televisions, watches and virtual reality systems
among them. And let’s not forget the latest and
greatest smartphones this holiday—iPhone 6s, Samsung Galaxy
Note 5 and Google Nexus 6P.
New devices and, in some cases, platforms invariably creates
opportunities for developers to diversify—and potentially
boost—their mobile game user acquisition and monetization
strategy, enhancing their overall business.
Here are the hot devices to look out for this holiday season
alongside tips on tailoring games to these trendy products.
continue
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iPhone 6s
by Apple

Release Date:
September 25, 2015
Why We Care:
The iPhone 6s improves on previous generations of Apple’s flagship handset in nearly every way—packing
an all-new A9 processor chip, 12 megapixel camera and better battery life. Most notably, the latest iPhone
features a new gesture, 3D Touch, which registers harder presses on the screen as an interaction different
than light touches.
Dev Tip:
Mark Brown, editor of industry publication Pocket Gamer, says devs are already using 3D Touch to create
shortcuts like aiming down the iron sights of a rifle with a hard press of the screen, but there are much more
inventive outcomes waiting to be dreamed-up. “Imagine manipulating a lump of virtual clay with hard and soft
presses, or having to use soft taps to sneak past a sleeping dragon,” he says. Beyond gameplay mechanics,
3D Touch also offers new gestures such as Peek and Pop: allowing players to interact with a game when
they’re not even playing it. It’s rolling out to the iPad Pro and likely to become a standard feature on iPhones
(on Android handsets there’s a similar gesture called “force touch”), so it’s worth preparing your game for 3D
Touch and the 6s sooner rather than later.
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iPad Pro
by Apple

Release Date:
November (rumored)
Why We Care:
It’s considerably larger and more powerful than its fellow tablet
brethren, creating new opportunities for portable, large-screen
mobile games.
Dev Tip:
“Think about how people will hold the device,” Brown says.
“Holding the iPad Pro like an Xbox controller will lead to tired
arms in no time. Instead, focus on games and controls that work
best when the device is in your lap or on a table, like strategy
and puzzle games.” As for taking advantage of the extra power
of the device, don’t expect as much advancement as you might
like: “The iPad Pro comes with extra power and memory you can
use to make your games look even better,” Brown says. “But
remember that a lot of that brunt will go to powering those 5.5
million pixels.”
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Apple TV
by Apple

Release Date:
November
Why We Care:
It’s the first generation of the set-top box to feature games.
Dev Tip:
Apple has limited the file size of all games on the device to 200MB,
which rules out games with a large storage footprint. Additionally,
every game on Apple TV must be compatible with the Apple
Remote. In accordance with this requirement, devs must work
out a way to use the remote’s limited button set and touchpad
to create a similar experience to the mobile game counterpart.
According to Des Gayle of London-based studio Altered Gene,
this means prioritizing simplicity: “I would concentrate on getting
the default controls solid before thinking about anything else.”
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Gear VR
by Samsung & Oculus

Release Date:
November, some time before Black Friday (consumer edition)
Why We Care:
It’s the first consumer VR product from Oculus that works with a
mobile device.
Dev Tip:
Simple games can utilize Gear’s head tracking and head touchpad
controls, but more complicated games will need to be optimized
for a mobile controller. Barry Meade, CEO of the UK-based
Fireproof Studios (creator of the VR-only Omega Agent), says that
regardless of complexity, the key to success for all VR games is to
move beyond the tech demos seen so far to create titles that are
both immersive and intellectually engaging. “Make a full game in
every sense of the word and not just a ‘VR experience,’” Meade
says. “You can love the VR aspect but you still have to execute
everything else equally well.”
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3
3 TIPS FOR WHEN TO LAUNCH
A MOBILE GAME DURING THE
HOLIDAYS
eleasing a mobile game during the holidays
is like guzzling multiple cups of Grandma’s
eggnog: the rewards are high, but so is the
risk. On the one hand, the holiday season
affords mobile game developers with the
luxury of acquiring players with extra time
and disposable income—making these players highly
desirable for devs. On the other hand, every game dev
south of the North Pole is looking to make more money from
this horde of players with an insatiable appetite for games.
To succeed, you’ll have to plan your launch perfectly.
continue
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Lima Sky’sLorem’s
DoodleIpsum
Jump Holiday Special Artwork

To some extent, any launch strategy is a best guess. “You’re always
gambling,” says Mark Wang of Game Hive, the studio behind RPG
Tap Titans. “You spend so much time developing, but no one really
knows what the best way to launch is.”

You spend so much time developing, but no one
really knows what the best way to launch is.
Mark Wang
Game Hive

That being said, we asked Matt Turetzky of Lima Sky (the creators
of arcade favorite Doodle Jump) and Wang to give us their top tips
for launching a mobile game during the holidays with a bang.
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Game Hive’s Tap Titans Artwork

1

CALM BEFORE THE
CHRISTMAS STORM

Launch too close to the holidays and
you’ll be swamped by competitors with
large user acquisition budgets; too far
away and no one will notice.
So when’s the sweet spot? “We
personally like the second week of
December,” Wang says. “It gives us a
little extra time to fix stuff if we have to.”
For devs, that requires some significant
advance planning. To have enough time
to address bugs and updates, Wang says
Game Hive tries to submit by the end of
November for a mid-December launch,
which means development must wrap by
mid-October.
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2

EARLY BIRD CATCHES
THE PLAYER

Holiday decorations arrive in retail
stores months before the actual holiday. If it
works for brick-and-mortar establishments,
it could work for mobile games, too. “You’ll
see Christmas stuff up in November,” says
Turetzky, “So why shouldn’t we try to get a
longer life out of those updates?”
Turetzky says the folks at Lima Sky like to
launch their updates and holiday-targeted
apps in the beginning of November. They
do this for two reasons: First, there’s much
less competition, and second, they’ll get
more engagement from their existing
customers as the holiday draws closer.

3

MAKE A SPLASH
IN JANUARY

If you’re an unknown studio with a
smaller fan base, you might consider
skipping the holiday frenzy altogether and
waiting until January. That’s when your
audience is armed with new devices and
gift cards, Turetzky says, which inevitably
results in users loading those gift cards into
their accounts and going on a spending
spree. “People still have downtime [after
the new year], they’ve got room on their
phones that they want to fill up, so it’s a
much better time,” he says.
Wang agrees that January could be
the right time for many devs. “Everyone’s
gunning for Christmas but the fewest
amount of apps are launched in January,”
he says. “You have less competition, and
can tie into the ‘new start’ feel of the new
year.”

Lima Sky’s Doodle Jump Holiday Special Artwork

4
8 CHARTS YOU NEED
TO SEE ABOUT HOLIDAY
MOBILE GAME MARKETING
ometimes you have to look back to look
forward. Devs must learn from the past
in order to prepare their mobile game
marketing and monetization campaigns
for the upcoming holiday season. In this
section of the report, we’ll equip devs with
actionable data that will help them set the correct course
of action with their holiday campaigns.
continue
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CHRISTMAS GAME SESSION GROWTH BY CATEGORY 2014
iOS & Google Play, Average Thursday Leading up to Holiday vs. Holiday

Christmas Notable Countries 2014
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LATAM, the Visegrad Group (Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland and
Slovakia) and Ireland were some of the most notable markets that
experienced outsized game sessions on Christmas when compared to
the average Thursday.
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NEW YEAR’S DAY GAME SESSION GROWTH BY CATEGORY 2014
iOS & Google Play, Average Thursday Leading up to Holiday vs. Holiday

New Year’s Day Notable Countries 2014
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The Irish couldn’t put down their mobile devices after Christmas, as Ireland saw
a 117 percent increase in game sessions on New Year’s Day when compared to
the average Thursday. Additionally, pockets of western Europe and Southeast Asia
kicked off the New Year with increased game sessions.
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CHRISTMAS & NEW YEAR’S DAY
INSTALL GROWTH BY PLATFORM 2014

CHRISTMAS & NEW YEAR’S DAY
INSTALL GROWTH BY PLATFORM 2014

iOS, U.S., Average Thursday Leading up to Holiday vs. Holiday

Google Play, U.S., Average Thursday Leading up to Holiday vs. Holiday

On both iOS and Google Play in the U.S., New Year’s Day recorded greater install growth
than Christmas. In particular, installs on New Year’s Day, when compared to the average
Thursday leading up to New Year’s, increased over 114 percent on iOS and 54 percent on
Google Play.
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CHRISTMAS DAY GAME SESSION GROWTH BY CATEGORY 2014
iOS & Google Play, Global, Average Thursday Leading up to Holiday vs. Holiday

iOS
Google Play

Players unanimously chose
to stretch their brains on
Christmas and New Year’s,
as game sessions for trivia
exploded by over 70 percent
across both platforms and
holidays when compared to
the average Thursday.
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NEW YEAR’S DAY GAME SESSION GROWTH BY CATEGORY 2014
iOS & Google Play, Global, Average Thursday Leading up to Holiday vs. Holiday

iOS
Google Play

Players unanimously chose
to stretch their brains on
Christmas and New Year’s,
as game sessions for trivia
exploded by over 70 percent
across both platforms and
holidays when compared to
the average Thursday.
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Backflip Studios’ DragonVale Artwork

HOW BACKFLIP STUDIOS STOLE
CHRISTMAS AGAIN & AGAIN
ackflip Studios loves the holidays—and
justifiably so. The Colorado-based mobile
game company, best known for hit dragon
breeding game DragonVale, has spent each
of the past four winters watching fans mow
through seasonal content as if it was holiday
candy.
In winter 2014, for instance, Backflip Studios released
a special event called “Season of Goodies” in the game,
complete with holiday-inspired dragons, decorations and
the ability to give extra gifts to friends. The result? A surge
in user retention and daily sessions per player as well as
longer session length.

DragonVale’s game director Bryan Mashinter says
that between the extra time, money and—for the lucky
ones, at least—new mobile devices that crop up around
Christmastime, the holiday season is a critical opportunity to
drive business growth for mobile game developers.
Backflip’s senior marketing manager Jason Dalrymple
agrees. He believes that, for mobile devs, changing your
strategy during the holidays separates the most successful
studios from the pack. “The best developers adjust their
user acquisition strategy and game content strategy to take
advantage of these holiday shifts,” Dalrymple says.
But what does it take to build and execute holidaythemed content that boosts revenue and user acquisition
performance during one of the best times to grow a mobile
games business?
continue
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LEARN FROM THE GHOSTS
OF CHRISTMAS PAST
DragonVale holiday content doesn’t
magically appear under the tree. In fact,
the studio plans content roughly six months
in advance, further expanding those plans
around three months before launch date. “It’s
many phases of brainstorming, planning and
implementing,” Dalrymple explains.
An important element in this planning
process is determining what worked well and
not so well in the past. Dalrymple remarked
how users in 2014 had some ideas about how
to change the game’s tiered prize system. This
year, he says, “we’ve modified in-game events
based on that feedback.”
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BUILD ANTICIPATION
DragonVale’s holiday content affects the game’s monetization
and user engagement metrics across the board. According to
Dalrymple, when Backflip runs holiday events in DragonVale,
the game experiences 15 to 25 percent rise in DAU, 30 percent
growth in session length, and increases across ARPDAU and
daily sessions per player.

When Backflip runs holiday events in DragonVale,
the game experiences 15 to 25 percent rise in DAU, 30
percent growth in session length, & increases across
ARPDAU & daily sessions per player.
A boost from holiday content, however, is hard-won. “We do
everything we can to inform all players of the update, including
push notifications and in-game messaging,” he says. “We also
try to tease the release to players and social communities a
week or so before.”
The downside of holiday-themed content, of course, is oversaturation—particularly with new users. “You have to walk a fine
line,” according to Dalrymple. “We’ve found that advertising the
details of the event to potential new users can turn them off
and decrease conversion rate because they have no context
for that kind of messaging.”
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ENGAGEMENT IS EVERYTHING
Adding a blanket of snow to a game might help capture some
extra organic and paid installs, but affecting player engagement
during the holiday season requires deeper changes. DragonVale’s
regular holiday events help boost its chances of a feature placement
in the crowded mobile app stores, but the depth of that content
is what keeps those new players engaged. “Our in-game holiday
events don’t necessarily lift our install conversion rate,” notes
Dalrymple, “but we know that users brought in during the events
are highly engaged.”

Engaging holiday content, in turn, allows the company
to increase mobile game user acquisition bids and eventually
bring in more players, Dalrymple says.
Engaging holiday content, in turn, allows the company to
increase mobile game user acquisition bids and eventually bring
in more players, Dalrymple explains. In addition, because many
large brand budgets are exhausted toward the end of the year and
there’s increased inventory from newly activated devices, mobile
game advertising costs are lower, which can compound install
volume on certain marketing channels. Backflip, in other words,
has created its own winter snowball effect.
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IGNORE THE GRINCHES
Even in the midst of all the holiday festivities,
Mashinter has learned a sobering lesson, one that he
calls “super valuable”: “Every single decision I make
will make someone mad,” he says. At one point, the
game provided users with a “wish” they could use
on anything in the game. Who could dislike that? The
answer: a small group of users.
But Mashinter says the trick is to focus on the vast
majority of users and their responses to holiday-themed
content updates instead of the few grumpy outliers.
“Ultimately, most folks appreciate that the game world
changes,” he notes. “It makes it feel vibrant and alive.”
And if that’s not the true meaning of the holidays,
we don’t know what is.
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6
WANT TO MAKE A POWERFUL
HOLIDAY APP ICON? FOLLOW
THESE TIPS
is the season for Santa hats, snow, and candy canes galore—holiday
symbols that appear on app store icons almost as frequently as
they appear in storefront windows.
Experts say that app icons are one of the most important
elements of mobile game marketing, and paying special attention
to these tiny canvases during the holidays can have a big payoff.
continue
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ZeptoLab’s Cut the Rope Artwork

It’s no wonder, then, that so many icons get in the holiday spirit around this
time. Last year, Kim Kardashian in the icon for aptly-named Kim Kardashian:
Hollywood donned a Santa hat, Om Nom in the icon for Cut the Rope
swallowed a candy cane, and a Meeple in the icon for Carcassonne was
frosted with snow, to name just a few examples.
But is there a difference between adding a red hat to an app icon instead
of, say, a snowflake? And what type of response can a mobile game studio
reasonably expect from a seasonal icon? We asked devs to weigh in with
their analysis.
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SEEING RED
Max Petrov, chief product officer of ZeptoLab, says
the holiday app icon is a chance to re-engage users
with waning interest—they’re more likely to open the
mobile game if the icon looks different from the one
they’re used to. So designers are trying to make their
icons as eye-catching as possible while still being
thematically and seasonally relevant.
That means relying on traditional design rules for
capturing the viewer’s interest, says Eric Boosman,
CEO and creative director of Dark Tonic. “Normal
human instinctual behaviors still rule our actions,” he
says. For example, the eye loves contrast, so designers
often add snow or frost around the frame to set off
the brighter colors. Furthermore, early studies of color
psychology have found that red can have a powerful
impact on the human brain, so it’s no surprise that the
season’s red symbols—like holly berries, Santa hats,
and candy canes—are popular on holiday app icons.
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ZeptoLab’s Cut the Rope Artwork

IT’S STILL ALL ABOUT THE FACES
We first noticed it with strategy games: People love faces, and app
icons reflect that. Holiday updates are no exception.
Like the use of contrast and the color red, there’s a scientific basis for
this: Humans are programmed to see faces just about everywhere. When
we do see one, it captures our attention. It makes sense then, that “the
most eye-catching icons will have a large face,” according to Boosman.
In particular, a face with large eyes is difficult to look away from. And
in a crowded app store, more attention means a higher likelihood of
downloading that game. Look no further than NaturalMotion’s Clumsy
Ninja and Zynga’s FarmVille 2: Country Escape for example.
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STANDING OUT
So everyone and their brother is creating a holiday
app icon with a face, big eyes, lots of contrast, and a
festive red symbol. What happens if you follow suit?
It won’t make a difference if you jerry-build a makeshift
icon that looks like everyone else’s without regard for
your audience, says Petrov. “Always remember your
users,” he says. “What they like and what they celebrate.”
If making a cutesy change to the icon is likely to enrage
your fan base—don’t do it.
If you do make a holiday icon, it
may be tempting to keep it around
for a while. Fight the urge:
You’ve got to toss it just like
torn up holiday wrapping paper.
Otherwise, you’ll risk fatiguing
your audience and sending
them to play someone else’s
game. “Be prepared to switch back
at the end of the season,” Boosman
says. “Don’t keep a Christmas icon
longer than you keep your tree up!”
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ZeptoLab’s Cut the Rope Artwork

7
5 EXAMPLES OF GREAT MOBILE GAME
CREATIVES WITH HOLIDAY SPIRIT
t’s already tough enough to design a
compelling creative, but it’s even harder
to add holiday magic on top of everything
else. Although mobile game marketers
have to add an additional design element
to their creative, the mobile game ad
design rules from the Zynga pros still apply—identify the
creative’s singular goal, translate the game’s personality,
and follow (but don’t follow) the rules of design. Accordingly,
we gathered a handful of the highest-converting holiday
creatives to help devs make the sweetest creative for the
holiday frenzy.
continue
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The Simpsons: Tapped Out

#FED43A

EA

#F92539

Available on:  

#EDF1F2
#ADD0DB

Subtle side profile of Homer Simpson’s face
is instantly recognizable to anyone who’s
seen The Simpsons.

The Simpsons brand color palette, including
the yellow skin on the giant finger, lends
itself to sparking a player’s subconscious.

Snow, the universal symbol for winter, enhances the
creative asset’s effectiveness during the holidays.
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Solitaire

#42E361

By Harpan

#0C0807

Available on:  

#F0984B
#768CF7

Solitaire logo, with a subtle holiday title
treatment, maintains branding while still
displaying some holiday flair.

In the instance of this creative, the
photograph of a real iPad and holiday tree is
more effective than an illustration.

Effective use of depth of field directs a
player’s eyes to focus on the gameplay
in the iPad.
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Kim Kardashian: Hollywood

#353432

By Glu Games

#E7C56C

Available on:  

#FFFFFF
#EDA97A

Arrangement of “I hope it’s amazing!” copy in the
speech bubble and “Let’s Play!” CTA looks as if
Kim Kardashian is personally recommending the
game to the player.
Black background accentuates the high
contrast gold theme for New Year’s.

Placement of Kim Kardashian takes
advantage of Western players’ tendency
to read images from left to right.
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Caesars Slots

#C70615

By Playtika

#8CB939

Available on:  

#F9F2E8
#1D8EED

Santa’s jolly face triggers positive emotions
in the players’ minds, which potentially
increases engagement.

Familiar image of Santa with a bag full of gifts
makes players instantly associate the positive
sentiment with the game.

Spinning slots in the device screenshot gives
players a sense of the gameplay.
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Farm Slots

#EB0D1B

By TopGame

#1CA438

Available on:  

#FEFFFF
#FBE336

The high contrast color combination of
the red background and the white “Merry
Christmas” copy leads players’ to notice the
copy before anything else in the creative.
Overall design of the creative feels less like an
ad and more like a holiday greetings card.

Players reproduce the sense of unwrapping a
gift in their mind, thanks to the wrapping-paper
inspired background design.
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